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The author considers gauge-natural bundles over m-dimensional manifolds and gauge-natural operators,
introduced by D. J. Eck, solving two problems. He determines all gauge-natural operators of the curvature
type. More precisely, let P be a principal G-bundle, QP → BP the connection bundle of P and LP the
ﬁbre bundle associated to P , with standard ﬁbre the Lie algebra g, with respect to the adjoint action. The
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author proves that all gauge-natural operators Q → LP ⊗ ⊗T ∗ B are the modiﬁed curvature operators,
i.e. they are obtained combining the curvature operator and the vector bundle morphism from LP into
LP induced by the linear maps of g commuting with the adjoint action of G. Furthermore, he studies the
gauge-natural operators transforming a connection Γ on a principal ﬁbre bundle π : P → BP and a linear
connection Λ on BP into a linear connection on P . He constructs an operator N which transforms (Γ, Λ)
into a linear connection N (Γ, Λ) on P . Supposing that Λ is without torsion and dim G = n, he proves
that the gauge-operators transforming (Γ, Λ) into a linear connection on P form a family depending on
n3 + n2 + 2n parameters, generated by N and three families of gauge-natural diﬀerence tensors.
For the entire collection see [Zbl 0764.00002].
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